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Exercise: Generating and measuring waves

The purpose of this exercise is to get knowledge about the analysis of 2-D and 3-D irregular waves.
First (before lunch, at 11.00-12.00), we will go to the ECN wave basin to get an introduction to the facility and see a demonstration of 2-D and 3-D wave generation.
After lunch (at 13.30) we split in 2 x 3 groups (6 persons in each, 2 of the formulated groups working together). Groups 1-3 will go back to the wave basin and perform wave measurements, while groups 4-6 will go to lecture C5 and perform wave analysis. 
At 15.15 we will break and groups 1-3 and 4-6 will switch locations. At 15.45 will resume, now with groups 4-6 performing wave measurements and groups 1-3 performing wave analysis.
We will end the exercise no later than 17.30.
Wave measurements
Each group will get access to a wave gauge and a corresponding data acquisition system. Initially, the wave gauges, their calibration and data acquisition should be checked.
When all wave gauges are checked and data acquisition is assured, 3 series of irregular waves (15 min. duration each) will be run, and each group will acquire the surface elevation signal with their data acquisition system. While the waves are running, there will be a chance look at and try out the calibration setup in the lab.
Wave analysis
Each group will carry out wave analyses using WaveLab (and Matlab for comparison, optional) of 3 pre-acquired sets of wave data. 
Analyze the acquired data using WaveLab3 wave analysis software:




A water depth in laboratory of 0.50 m can be assumed (measurements NOT from the ECN wave tank).
In addition, time and frequency domain analysis of the single wave gauge measurements performed in the wave laboratory should be carried out. 


Things to observe, discuss and put in your reports:
	Importance of time series length.
	Importance of sample frequency.
	Compare time and frequency domain parameters – reasons for discrepancies
	Compare wanted and obtained wave parameters – reasons for discrepancies
	Effect of wave breaking on the wave parameters – especially spectral shape
	Importance of wave gauge inter-distances for reflection analysis
	Importance of number of wave gauges for reflection and 3-D wave analysis
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